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There is no way to describe it, I didn't believe it when our lender came back to us after the re mod came through. Jim Sacco and Kim De Santo, with

there team down south, gave us a second chance in LIFE! We were on the brink of being homeless, with no alternative, with my business income lost

because of the economy and my wife too ill to work we didn't think we could ever afford to live in our own home that we've had for over 20 years,

but they told us that they wouldn't accept us as a client unless they were sure they could get it done. Believe me with all the skeptics on processing

mortgage companies out there I didn't know what to believe. But during the process they answered all my questions that I had a hard time believing

and kept their cool while I freaked out. Everything that they said to the last little detail came true, so now I have a trail period rate @ 2/3 less than

my original payment, and I can breathe now. If I can we will from now on use them for all of our financial needs, because they go to war for

you. Thank you, T. Pierce 209-835-2456

I want to thank you and your team for your outstanding customer service. I am delighted to have had the pleasure of working with Mr. Sacco, and

Ms. Desanto during my recent purchase of our new home. They sent me to qualified company and assisted me with all the processing to make sure

the mortgage company followed through with the loan. Your professional and courteous attitude, expert knowledge, and patience in handling my

specific issues were very important to my complete customer satisfaction. As you know, I am a correctional officer with a wife and three children.

With that in mind, I am very busy and often find it difficult to take on additional task. However, your team provided us with support necessary to

purchase our lovely home. This is one less concern for me and I am deeply appreciative of your assistance and support.  In contrast, prior to working

with the team at Home Tech Group , my previous experience with trying to buy a home was disastrous. But not in this case James and Kim handled

my issues as if they were their own, and I am completely satisfied. I highly recommend their services to anyone ready to buy a home. I personally

plan and utilizing their services again in the future and have referred my extended family and friends to Home Tech Group for assistance with their

home loan processing needs. Sincerely John Williams  209-594-9456 

Today we have reason to celebrate as our Mortgage nightmare has finally come to an end. None of this would have happened without the unselfish

dedication of the Home Tech Group Team.  There were days when we were ready to call it quits and just walk away from our home, however we

continued to place our faith in these people.  They always returned our calls in a timely manner and continued to keep us focused on our goal.  All I

can say is I am so happy that we didn’t bail.  These folks understood the battles with these Mortgage Companies. Every single person from Corporate

on down knows their stuff.  We can’t begin to tell you all the horror stories we would hear day after day of people losing their homes.  I have friends

that paid big money to local Attorneys looking for the same outcome that we got and unfortunately they ended up losing everything.  We are truly

grateful to James and all of the other folks working at Home Tech Group.  Bottom line without their hard work and expertise we would not be

celebrating today.  Thank you again Home Tech Group and we will continue to refer people your way. Sandra Gather 916-751-6543 

This is my testimonial for HomeTechGroup
 
My husband and I filed for Bankruptcy back in late 2009, after he was laid off in Jan. of and again in July of the same year. We worked very hard not to take these drastic measures but we could not breathe. We ha
savings we were over lapping our months to get our bills paid, we talked to banks and  they would not help us, even though we had great credit despite what we were going thru, we were on time with all of our bills. It
was an awful time for us. Once the bankruptcy went thru, we still were finding ourselves in a spot were we still needed to do some cut backs so we got rid of all the entertainment stuff, I started coupon shopping, whic
I find to this day to be very helpful. But still again it just was not enough.  So I started to do some research into the HARP/HAMP programs, I filled in my name and address giving up my phone number in hopes
someone would contact me and give me news that  would help us out. Needless did I know, but everybody and there brothers called it was crazy. I had nothing to hide I was not ashamed to share my story with all these
strangers because I figured what did I have to loose by sharing, nothing.  Everybody that called could not help us, because we were two weeks early on our house payment, two weeks early on our home equity
payments and weeks early on all our other bills.
 
Than Steve from HomeTechGroup called me, I told him everything and all the people that I had talked to could not help us. I found myself very rude to him just because I was sick and tired of telling people my story
and knowing that HomeTechGroup could not help either. I told him my husband had been working two jobs just to make up for the difference in loss of wages/hours and it was only going to be temporary and that we
had filed bankruptcy. He wanted to know my husbands personal information so I gave it to him. He said “I will or one of my assistance will call you back in the next couple of days”; I did not expect anyone to call me
back. The very next day Lisa called me and said that they could help us I was in awe that this could really happen but I was very skeptical and so was my husband, but I figured what did we have to loose, nothing but
the house that we worked so hard to keep, and we did not want to loose our house. So we continued to talk. There was some stuff that I did not want to do but I knew that I really needed to. So I just put my faith i
there hands and did everything they wanted me to do even if my gut said not to and my head was very skeptical. Now I have everything to loose if what Performance wanted me to do fell through. I took there advice
followed there lead and if they said jump I said how high. I put my family and everything that my husband worked so hard for in there hands. GUESS WHAT, it was the best thing I have ever done to make my families
future bright and all the arguments that my husband and I went through to get to our now happy and joyful life. This was and still is the best thing I have ever done to secure our families future.
 
Thank you HomeTechGroup
Not So Skeptical Anymore.
 
 It all began for me with HomeTechGroup in late September 2012.  I must tell you prior to that evening I was very low.  I mean the lowest point in my life.  I was living in my home, a home that I coveted and Prayed t
God for and grown to love was in severe danger of losing.  I had moved into my home some 5 years earlier on what I found out to be was one of the worst predator loans ever.  Not to be too long, it started out interest
only for 3 years with a balloon payment after 3 years then my payment would triple.  You could guess what happened from there on and I paid and paid until I couldnt keep up no longer even my savings were deplete
I was in trouble deep.  I tried to get help until I was in foreclosure and literally one week from having my hole sold on the courthouse steps I hired this cutthroat company from Florida and for the money they stoppe
the foreclosure and got me a 2 year bandaid and then ended with the same result.  I then tried a popular non profit group that sent me documents but said that due to regulations I could not afford the payment for a
permanant modification.  Now then back on that evening in 2012 I was near the end again foreclosure was looming, I felt like a loser, embarrassed, alone, lost and even suicidal and only GOD could save me.  Lying i
bed my phone rang and the ID was unknown to me, which I usually do not answer, but this time I did.  There was this polite, pleasant speaking man on the line trying to tell me his company could save my home and fet
me permanant affordable payments.  He had my attention.  he ased some questions and said that he was certainh HomeTechGroup could save my home and help me.  Wow he was right.  The next day he had m
"Guardian Angel" call me a lovely Mrs. Lisa Dominguez, more questions and pleasant no pressure conversation and Bam!!  She knew exactly what program to put me in that would get me exactly what I wanted &
needed.  Mrs. L.D. and her partners are so good they know specifically what the lender is looking for and so good they crunched the numbers and by Christmas (actually right after) Yes Yes Yes I am a very Ha
man.  My home is saved.... a permanant modification.  Thanks God and Thank You HomeTechGroup and family.  Sincerely & Thanks Jerome G. South Carolina

I would start by saying how totally THRILLED I have been with the customer service I have received from Jim Saaco at Home Tech Group. I had paid a

company and for 7 months they had not gotten any results, they just had taken my money. When I found out about Jim in April 2009 he did

more to get the ball rolling in 1 week than the first company had done in the WHOLE 7 MONTHS!!My “situation” was very ugly and

complicated to put it mildly and he went way above and beyond spending many long hours talkin

with me getting everything “just right”. He always made sure that I understood each and every step of the loan modification process and

what to expect next. I always appreciated the caring and attention to detail that he showed to his other clients and myself. I was very

impressed with the amount of experience and expertise that he demonstrated for the housing industry. I have recommended several of my

friends to his company. His staff is also very knowledgeable and experienced. The process has moved very smoothly from start to finish. I

would HIGHLY recommend Jim Saaco for any and all of your home loan/modification needs. If you would like to contact me for any further

questions or information please feel free. Regards, Brenda Cooper 

My name is Joy Sofowora, I just want to express my self how I felt when I meet Phyllis that help me to modify my home loan. Several

months ago, Phyllis called my home and left me a message about wanting to help me with my loan. I had fallen behind for about three

months and I called my lender they told me that I did not qualify for Obama modification. After I listened to Home Tech Group message for

some reason I save Phyllis message. But my mind keeps telling me to call her so I did. After I spoke to her she set an appointment for us to

meet on Sunday. She came to my house with her husband, the way she talked to me makes me feel like I have known her or we are best

friend for a long time. She told me that her exact word, “Joy is going to be all right” . I will help you mind you this is my second modification.

She took all my paper work that Sunday and she said she will get back to me if they can do my modifications. The second day she call me

and said Joy, yes we can do your modification, I was so happy. Right away she got in to action, if I received any paper work from my lender

and I send it to her she will take action right away, I have never experience this kind of professional level of people like this before like I said

this is my second modification and I can not say the same for the first people that help me.When Home TEch Group took over my

modification they reduce my mortgage from $2285.00 to $1319.00 a saving of almost $1000.00 what a difference. When Home Tech Group

sent me an e-mail and told me this news I could not believe, I can not even contain my self I have to call my office mate to please read the

e-mail for me, Phyllis called me and both of us ware just screaming on the phone with joy because my lender is not easiest to deal

with.Phyllis is just a God sent to me, not in my wildest dream that I would think my mortgage will be $1300.00. The whole team of Home

Tech Group just really was great, I say a big kudos to Bianca Banales she always knows how to put me at ease any time I received some

paper work from my lender, and kudos to Kim and James and most importantly to Phyllis that see me through with her love and kindness.

With a capital letter I WILL RECOMMEND HOME TECH GROUP TO ANYBODY. Joy 707-628-4955

We had contacted Home Tech Group in December 2009. Jim Sacco was referred by Patti Nelson. We had been misled by Chase; we were under the impression we had a fixed rate mortgage, only to find out t
the contrary. We had received letters from Chase that our interest rate could go as high as 12% and within the first 6 months of receiving their notice our mortgage payment increased from $1311 - $1565 and was
expected to increase in another 6 months. The first thought that flashes through your mind is “We’re going to loose our hour house”. We felt deceived by Chase and made our decision to call Home Tech Group.
Jim let us know within our first conversation that he could help us. He let us know “I can’t help everyone, there are some clients I have to turn away,” i.e., clients that have called that hadn’t made a house
payment for a year or longer or possibly in foreclosure. That fortunately was not our situation. So our official modification began in February 2010. I had no idea of what exactly a loan modification is. I can tell
you this, it is nothing like a re-fi (which he can also provide service for), which usually only takes 30-45 days. Jim explained to at least 100 times loan mods take time, you can not rush the lenders another thi
to our disadvantage was our lender, - Chase. Oh my goodness. The employees that started the crusade of calling our house 2-4 times a day were rude and most of the time didn’t even get our name right. Chase
would ask for the same paper work over and over again. We of course kept complying. At one point Jim placed a call to Chase and they had stated that our loan mod was cancelled because Rick called and
cancelled the mod, so we had to start all over again. We had foreclosure warnings on our door, and then finally they sold our loan to LBPS. So then of course the paper work starts over. I know Jim and his staff
were just as frustrated as I was. I know they deal with this on a daily basis, but I could call Jim or any member of his staff anytime, which was very often and was reassured. It is a real gut wrenching feeling t
know you could possibly loose your house and I really believe Home Tech Group can sense your panic. I would without a doubt recommend Home Tech Group, Jim Sacco and his team to anyone who needs hel
with their mortgage. Call Jim Sacco even if you think it might be too late or if you are beyond any repair, he will be able to determine in the first conversation if he can help. 
Richard Mellin 707.448-9090

When%life's%circumstances%required%me%to%seek%mortgagee%modifica7on%assistance%I%found%it%to%be%a%daun7ng%task%trying%to%find%a%company%that
I%felt%comfortable%doing%business%with.%With%all%of%the%Scams%going%on%I%did%not%want%to%compound%my%financial%problems%with%being%ripped%off.
PuAng%forth%a%great%effort%trying%to%find%a%reputable%company%I%found%Home%Tech%Group.%At%the%end%of%October%2010%I%spoke%with%Lisa
Dominguez%of%Home%Tech%Group,%aNer%our%talk%I%felt%somewhat%comfortable%with%their%company.%I%checked%the%BBB%for%the%ra7ng%of%various
companies%that%had%solicited%me%and%found%numerous%F%ra7ngs,%Home%Tech%Group%had%a%A%ra7ng.%Lisa%had%me%speak%with%James%Sacco%and%our
conversa7on%eased%a%lot%of%concerns%I%had.I%submiSed%my%applica7on%for%their%services%and%the%process%started,%Lisa%was%very%helpful%as%the%ball
got%rolling.%Kim%De%Santo%was%the%next%person%I%worked%with%as%the%process%went%forward,%she%was%extremely%helpful%and%personable%as%were
everyone%I%worked%with%.%I%would%check%the%BBB%ra7ng%of%Home%Tech%Group%every%few%days%and%it%dipped%to%AV,%the%nature%of%the%ra7ng%caused
me%no%concern.%The%final%process%was%handled%by%Bianca%Banales%,%she%was%very%helpful%and%explained%how%the%final%process%would%go.%I%had%to
get%a%few%things%in%order%on%my%end%for%the%mortgage%company%and%she%assisted%me%with%that.%ANer%a%few%months%I%became%anxious%and%would
periodically%call%Bianca%and%she%assured%me%that%everything%would%work%out.%In%March%2011%I%received%a%leSer%from%my%mortgage%company%that
my%trial%period%would%begin%on%April%1,%2011.%With%the%help%and%guidance%of%everyone%at%Home%Tech%Group%I%was%able%to%save%$800%a%month%on
my%mortgage%payment,%this%made%my%payments%more%affordable%and%thus%allowed%me%to%keep%my%home.%It%is%with%great%pleasure%that%I
recommend%the%services%of%Home%Tech%Group%and%their%great%staff%to%anyone%seeking%a%reputable%organiza7on%to%handle%their%modifica7on
needs.%Sincerely%Corzell%King%Jr.%702V953V9598.

We are so happy that we chose Home Tech Group to assist us with our loan modification process. We had tried to do it on our own and just hit so
many road blocks. We were beyond frustrated and felt defeated. The Home Tech Group processor that we were assigned to was just what we
needed: tenacious, reassuring and straight forward. She asked for what she needed and we provided her with the requested information and she wa
able to keep pushing our file through review after review. Finally, we were able to enter into a trial loan modification period. Again our processor played
a crucial role in advising us how best to proceed. We are now received our final loan modification papers and then we finally have completed the
process! All it takes is time, faith, and providing the necessary documents in a timely manner. I would highly recommend Home Tech Group and our
processor to anyone who is looking to get actual results. Amanda and Josh Quinley 415 516-4846

   In November 2009, we were referred to James Sacco with Home Tech Group for processing our file.

We had an interest only loan with First Franklin. We had purchased our home in June 2006 for 1.3 million. We had an interest only loan with a monthly payment
of $4833.00. Plus our taxes were about $14,000 a year. With our home being so underwater there was no way we could refinance. To make matters worse I had
lost my job of 17 years in June of 2009.
 James went over our financial and explained to us that he felt we were a good candidate for a processing a modification...really our only hope to save our home.
We signed up with Performance One in December 2009 and they immediately put together out file to submit to First Franklin.

 First Franklin was very difficult to deal with. We had numerous negotiators that basically asked for many documents but we were given no modification. In August
2009 we were sent a packet that had 3 payments for $6200.00 but really no clear direction that we would be offered a modification after the 3 payments. We also
were sent all the documents that we were in foreclosure and had a sale date each month. John Lambert told us that we should make the first payment so they
could have more time to research the letter and what it really meant. With their research they found out that this was not a trial modification it was a repayment to
an escrow account. HomeTechGroup felt there was more to this and that our loan might be package up to be sold to another bank. Jenean and John were
absolutely correct and at the end of September we were sent a letter explaining that Bank of America had our loan. Performance One saved us from making the

next 2 payments which would not have done anything for us in getting a modification and cost us $12,400.00.  In October 2010, we started over with Bank of

America. In March 2011, we were assigned a negotiator that we felt confident would help get this done for us. We worked very closely with Jenean and Casey to
make sure they had all the bank statements and documents they needed. We really felt like we were getting close and in August 2011 abruptly our file was
closed. Roger our negotiator said we had not provided documents in the time allotted which was a lie. With a sale date pending each month the only real way to
get them postponed is to be in review status and with us being kicked out this put us in a very compromising situation. Jenean was not giving up she called B of A
relentlessly trying to get answers as to why our file was closed. She finally was able to get a hold of Darren Wright who was able to give her some answers and
get our file reopened. Jenean also advised us to send in our second complaint to the Attorney General.  We were sent a letter from the Presidents Office stating
we were given a new negotiator. Jenean immediately left her a message to try to get our file going again. On August 29, 2011 we were sent a letter stating we
were denied. Not know ing why or what was going on. Jenean kept at them but was not getting any response. I cannot explain the pressure of not knowing where
we stood. James and Jenean continued to work hard to get resolution as well as reassured.  We began to get collection calls from BofA stating that we were out
of modification. Jenean was finally able to get a hold of someone who put her in touch with a new negotiator. We were finally on the right track. Remember we
have not made a house payment since December 2009 or paid any taxes. We were behind over $106,326.00 not including taxes. Jenean had finally found the
right person to help us. September 30 – Jenean tells us we are so close and she needed a few extra items. We were always quick to get her what she needed.
She submitted everything Friday afternoon and on Monday October 3 we got a call from James and Jenean with the good news!!!  We were given a
modification at 2% - our payments including taxes will be $3944.00 --Home Tech Group never gave up. Not only did they get this done they kept us
sane through it. There is no way we could have done this on our own. We would have lost our home over a year ago without their guidance and
perseverance. Not only did they get an amazing modification for us they also got us a modification on our rental property. Our advise to anyone
reading this letter don't walk but run to Home Tech Group. I guarantee they will stand behind you 100% and help give you a new start like they gave
us.  Tom Eaton 

The Wigfalls would like to thank James Sacco and his staff at Home Tech Group for preparing the documents for our modification and

saving our home. It works! Thanks again. I would recommend Home Tech Group wholeheartedly. Thanks again James.

  -George Wigfall 209-466-0280  

 

 

My story is long and there is much to explain so I apologize for hopping back and forth...

I met Jim through a mutual friend who said he was the guy who could get us help on our delinquent mortgage. I had heard stories and

did not believe anyone could help us because we were so behind with payments and property taxes. I had heard horror stories of

companies taking your money and giving you nothing but more debt.  I had to give it a try as I am at wits end with the lies and pressure. My buddy

had Home Tech Group do two deals for him.. Once at him primary residence and 1 at his rental... We are self employed and saw your business slowing down about
2 yrs prior to getting behind... I called Wells Fargo when we owed no back payments to see what we could do and they said they could not help us unless we were
late and probably not help us even at that point. They also said Goldman Sachs owned my loan and Wells just serviced it they DON'T have to help me at all...
We finally got Wells to accept a 3 month smaller payment hoping they would help us but they kept saying no and just tried to get another 3 months of discounted

payments while saying they were going to foreclosure on us still. I refused to let them take our home as we have my lady and our two kids and my brother living

here. We have nowhere to go at all... They did not care and said we were living beyond our means. Mind you we never took a 2nd out or took money to buy toys

we just have been living and trying to keep our family housed and happy.   We have 11 acres and run my business from my shop on the property... Without my property I

am homeless and out of work. We never asked the lender to drop our principle just to drop our interest rate in 1/2 and put all monies owed to the tail of the loan.. It

was  win win for Wells and us we thought  Month after month Wells put hurdles up and we jumped them. Time after time letter saying that we did not qualify etc
etc... They even would lie and say they spoke to me and made less money than I did... It was super crazy and I was at my absolute wits end. I gained 30 lbs through

the whole ordeal and everyday my extended family and our children would ask if we would have a home to live in... Finally with TONS of works and on our side

sending paperwork back and forth . Wells finally send us a mod that brought our over $4K payment to around $3K  At times I would loose my cool and

argue with John, James and Jenean but it worked out finally and I have to thank them over and over.. Its is crazy to think we have a

fresh start on life. Thanks you so much EVERYONE at Home Tech Group. Craig Mason 916-261-2873  

Thank you for the help that your staff has given me. This is the best ever gift that I have recieved this year, is to keep my house. I will not forget, for as
long as I live, the date and the time you called me and recieved the very good news. Herminia Pablo 541-654-1728

Craig and I would like to thank James, Kim, Jenean, and John and the entire staff at Home Tech Group for helping me prepare my documents for my Loan
Modification. Two year ago I Lost my job and Craigs hours were cut in half. We tried to obtain a loan modification on our own through the lender. We spent several
months of time and aggravtion only for the lender to deny us. Wachovia/Wells Fargo Bank told us we did not have enough income to qualify for a Loan
Modification and that they could not help us after they had lied to us for months, string us along and then telling us we were stuck with the payments and that we
owed them late fees plus that we were behind on our payments. we were devistated. We had the worst loan on the market. it was a neg-am and it recasted a neg
am payment made our balance to go higher and now we had to pay the higher interest rate it had an adjustable interest rate that reached as high as 8%. We could
see that we could not hang on much longer. One of our friends had gone through the processing with James Sacco for a loan Modification with great success. He
went over our monthly financials and told us he would see if we could qualify. We became more and more nervous. James assured us everything was going to be
ok and it was typical of all lenders. They lose documents and then lie about it. They are way under staffed and too many modification files to keep up with. They do
this all the time to customers. They dont want your guys working with a processing company because they know we are aware of all of the qualification guidelines
and real estate laws and the home owner doesnt. James assured us not to worry because they have ID numbers of employees and confirmation of documents that
you send them and to always keep great notes and escelate the file hen documents seem to dissapear all the time. Afer several months of negotiations and great
follow up from James and we recieved a trial MOd for a few monbths and then we got what James promised all along, a final Loan MOdification. It was
unbelievable. It was done and over with. It was more than he promised! We recieved our last documents to sign! Our Loan Modification is as follows. 2% for the
first 5 years, 3% the 6th year, 4% the 7th year, and the 8th caps at 4.25% and stays there for the life of the loan for 32 years. We are 9 months behind on our
payments. They forgave $21,000.00 of back payments and late charges. they also reduced our principal balance by $8-,514.18, making our new principal balance
$366,768.84. We could not believe we recieved this wonderful Loan Modification. Home Tech Group went above and beyong what they had promised. I would
always ask James if he thinks we would get a balance reduction, he always would he wont promise us that but if you follow our direction it could be a possibility.
We got everything we wished for and much more. I just cant explain how much stress this took off of our lives. The least I could do is to share our story with
everyone. We cannot thank Home Tech Group enough for all you have done for us. How lucky we were to have found you guys! Not only have you helped us with
our mortgage needs on our home, you have done the same with our 2 daughters' families, Carla Eaton and Amber ChapkisThey wanted to say thank you so
muchfor our loan modifications. We cant even explain how much this has helped us. I recommend you to everyone that is in need of help with their mortgage. You
have been professional, honest, and trustworthy to all of our families and you always provided us with excellent customer service through the entire process. 
Thank you. Chapkis Family 707-235-1999

2/4/2014My loan modification was approved a few days before Christmas, and now I’m in a 3 month trial period.  Thanks for the biggest Christmas gift you gave me
and my family.  We’ll be forever thankful.

                Since 2008, with the national economic meltdown, I, like millions of other American citizens, have been struggling financially and had finally gone through
foreclosure.

                I was about to lose my house when a angel showed up to refer me to Home Tech Group.  I thought I had nothing to lose and I might as well give it a try.  My decision
turned out to be right on!

                Home Tech Group team members are capable and dedicated, and specifically my negotiator who I can always count on, who I can always communicate with directl
and the response is always immediate.

                My negotiator assured me that my loan modification would be approved.  Here I’m at the end of the process, my loan was approved and I have my house back.

Thanks Home Tech Group!Jimmy ChenFlorida(786) 223-7355

                Hi, my name is Sterling and I just wanted to say Home Tech Group helped me lower my house payment and interest rate and they can also help you.  Thanks again
Home Tech Group!

Sterling Singleton

Byram, MS

January 23, 2014

Hello James,

                James, my wife and I wish to thank you and your team at the Home Tech Group for coming through, just as you said you would, in completing the home mortgage
modifications on our first and second home mortgages.  With those modifications being completed, we can now afford to keep our home.

                We truly believe that this would not have been possible trying to do it on our own, and we would have lost our home.

                We sincerely thank you and your team for your efforts and assuring us that we can now keep our home. 

                It was a pleasure working with the team at Home Tech, you, Bianca and Jenean are truly professionals at what you do.

                For us the process started in January 2013 and completed in December 2013.  When you first told me it could take that long I didn’t have a good feeling because I
thought the longer it went on the less chance of accomplishing what we wanted to.  You said just work with me on this and trust me and the end result was just like you said it
would be.

                We are so grateful to everyone at Home Tech for making this happen.  James, I would be happy to tell others about how satisfied we were working with the Home
Tech Group and all the people there.

Thanks so much,

Dave Skinner

(916) 837-2300

Hello Lisa,
 
I did a loan modification a few years back dealing directly with the mortgage company, due to a divorce I was going through. I ended up paying 200.00 dollars
more then I was already paying. I struggled with the payments for two years until my hours were reduced at work. I tried another modification and was denied.
Then I received a call from Lisa Dominguez. It turned out to be the best call I ever received. I was leery at first. I didn't want to get scammed. Lisa really put my
mind at ease so I decided to take a chance and I`m glad I did. Initially I was denied again due to something on my credit report about another mortgage. The
Home Tech Group got that denial reversed and now I`m saving 375.00 dollars a month. I can`t thank them enough. Now I have a mortgage I can afford.
 
 
Thank you
Bernard Tyndale

In about March of 2013 pressure was mounting on me and my wife by our Mortgage Company, the America's Servicing Company (ASC), who is the server for
Wells Fargo Bank to foreclose on our house which was almost 4 months behind on the payments.  From no where and so unexpected a call came, I hesitantly
answered.  The lady on the other side of the line introduced herself and what her company could do to save our home. 

I remember this road before, we have tried twice in 2011 and 2012 to modify our home loan with ASC, but twice we were denied. 
We received numerous call from companies telling us they could save our home, but the problem was they always asked to pay
money up front for their service.  It was so scary when you think of paying money to someone you don't know and a service yet
rendered.  We came to a final decision to let the house go because nowhere we could come up with the sum of almost $12,000
just to make the payments current.  Late fees keep on accumulating with our  interest rate of 10%, our credit rating hit the bottom
of the scale, mine was 480 and my wife was even worse!  At this moment of our lives was so devastated, frustrated and hopeless.

After talking to a Home Tech Group representative that day, been the 26 of June 2013, I realized this is the answer to our prayers.
This is the exact email I received from Lisa Dominguez of Home Tech Group the following day,  "Neil I feel I can answer your
family's prayer, and I am almost finished working up the numbers but it is looking really good!!!  I will have a answer to you by
tomorrow, expect a call from me in the morning.  Have a great day!!"

Lisa and I exchanged phone calls and emails coaching me what to do and what papers to send over to her office.  In several of
her emails she said, "I will stay with you all the way!, or I will be with you to the end!". which she did.  She kept her words.  To my
side of the bargain, or so to speak, my family members were so critical of my decision because of the money I would of paid
during the loan modification process, which was split in 3 payments for HTG service.  My kids are well educated they say things
like, 'hoax, scam, thieves, etc.'.  There was one time our kids ganged up with me, they even persuaded my wife to drop the
modification deal with Home Tech Group.

I remember one time I emailed Lisa thanking her for trying but I feel I had to stop.  I gave up so many time during the process but
Lisa encouraged me to stay with her to the end.  I felt something deep inside me about Lisa, her voice was like an angel, telling
me to stay with her.  One time I told my self, Neil, you have said you trust and have faith in God, but always through the act of
another person God reveal the answers to your prayers.  This is it Neil! as if God says, 'Trust me my child'.  We have been living in
this house for almost 24 years.  Our children and our grand children grew up in this house.  So many memories it would have been
lost if I did not answer that call.  The house is saved, the interest rate on the new loan is now 4.7 percent, the monthly payment is
slashed to almost half.  I am satisfied.  

I want to testify to anyone out there who may be thinking the 'road ends here', or 'this is the end of the rope'.  I say to you don't
give up, contact this person on: lisa@hometechgroup.net and speak to her and her other associates,  It may be your last bullet to
save you from the adversary.  If you want to speak with me directly, call or email me, Neil Lavea, lavea46@yahoo.com, 801-870-
7929, any time.

TESTIMONIAL:
 
When I received a call back from Lisa at Home Tech regarding my interest in loan modification, I was quite skeptical. I had been through it with a law firm in
Florida that in the end, did nothing except cause me to fall over ten additional months in arrears, and then settled for the same 5% rate I had before I started, but
now with a substantial increase in principle because of the accumulating arrears.
 
However, within a few minutes, I heard in Lisa's voice, a person of sincerity, knowledge and experience. I decided to take a chance and trust Lisa to do what the
law firm had promised and not delivered. She answered all questions, anticipated questions and document requests from the lender so that she had them in hand
when they were asked for and was ALWAYS available to answer my questions, concerns and to quiet my fears. Within four months, as she promised, I had the
loan modification I needed to keep my family home. The interest rate is now 2% saving me almost $900.00 per month. I would highly recommend Home Tech,
and Lisa if you truly desire to save your home!!!!!
AJM, New York
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